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Precise measurement on the binding energy of hypertriton from
the nuclear emulsion data using analysis with machine learning
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A machine learning model has been developed to search for events of production and decay of a hypertriton in nuclear emulsion data, which
is used for measuring the binding energy of the hypertriton at the best precision. The developed model employs an established technique
for object detection and is trained with surrogate images generated by Monte Carlo simulations and image transfer techniques. The first
hypertriton event has already been detected with the developed method only with10−4 of the total emulsion data. It implies that a sufficient
number of hypertriton events will soon be detected for the precise measurement of the hypertriton binding energy.
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1. Introduction

Hypernuclei have been studied for approximately seven
decades to investigate the baryonic interactions under the fla-
vored SU(3) symmetry. The first hypernucleus was observed
in nuclear emulsions, which were irradiated by high-energy
cosmic rays [1]. After the discovery, the binding energies
of theΛ-hyperon,i.e., theΛ separation energy, were studied
with the nuclear emulsion technique andK− meson beams
at CERN [2,3]. Recently, experimental techniques with real-
time particle counters using secondary meson- and primary
electron-beams as well as heavy ion beams have been estab-
lished and are employed for studying the binding energies,
structure, and lifetimes of hypernuclei [4–6]. However, the
emulsion technique still has a great advantage in measuring
the binding energy of light hypernuclei at the best precision.

A nuclear emulsion is a special photographic film, which
is able to detect the tracks of charged particles. When a

charged particle passes through an emulsion layer, its three-
dimensional trajectory is recorded and can be visualized af-
ter chemical developments. Thanks to the small size of sil-
ver halide crystal, approximately 200 nm, a spatial resolu-
tion of better than a micrometer for reconstructing tracks of
charged particles can be achieved by observing clusters of
grains with an optical microscope. For hypernuclear stud-
ies, tracks of charged particles associated with the decay of
hypernuclei can be observed precisely by analyzing nuclear
emulsion images. An invariant mass of hypernuclei is de-
duced by measuring kinetic energies and momentum of these
charged particles; thus, theΛ-binding energy of hypernuclei
is determined. However, since all events are accumulated and
superimposed without time information, a huge number of
tracks unrelated to the production and decay of hypernuclei
are also recorded. Therefore, a hypernuclear event must be
dug out from the huge background. Searches of hypernuclear
events in the nuclear emulsion have manually been performed
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by visual inspections with an optical microscope, which takes
a vast amount of time and labor load. Nuclear emulsions
were used for precise measurements of hypernuclear bind-
ing energies until the 1970’s, accordingly; the information of
hypernuclear binding energies is not updated for several light
hypernuclei.

Recently, the binding energy of light hypernuclei has at-
tracted renewed interest. This topic was triggered by the in-
vestigation of hypertritons by experiments using heavy ion
beams. Hypertriton is the lightest hypernucleus composed of
a deuteron core and aΛ hyperon. The binding energy be-
tween theΛ and the deuteron was measured by the emul-
sion technique, and the reported value is130 ± 50 keV [3].
This value is generally used as an input value in theoreti-
cal calculations for hypernuclei; therefore, the hypertriton is
the benchmark in the field of hypernuclear physics. Further-
more, this result suggests that theΛ is weakly bound to the
deuteron core, and the lifetime of hypertriton has been con-
sidered to be close to the lifetime of free-Λ, 263 ps [7]. Re-
cently, the experiments using heavy ions such as the HypHI,
the STAR, and the ALICE collaborations show that the de-
rived lifetimes of hypertriton,183+42

−32(stat.) ± 37(syst.) ps
[8], 182+89

−45(stat.) ± 27(syst.) ps [9] and181+54
−39(stat.) ±

33(syst.) ps [10], respectively, are shorter than the lifetime of
free-Λ. However, it is hard to reproduce these short lifetimes
by theoretical calculations due to the observed small binding
energy of the hypertriton from 1970’s [3]. The STAR and
ALICE updated their measurements on the hypertriton life-
time, and the reported values are142+24

−21(stat.)±29(syst.) ps
[11,12] and242+34

−38(stat.)± 17(syst.) ps [13], respectively.
These values deviated, and their accuracy is not sufficient to
determine whether the hypertriton lifetime is shorter than or
equal to the lifetime ofΛ.

The binding energy of hypertriton is essential for the life-
time puzzle because theoretical calculations point out a cor-
relation between the binding energy and the lifetime [14]. In
2020, the STAR collaboration derived the binding energy of
hypertriton [15]. The reported value410 ± 110(stat.) ±
100(syst.) keV is much larger than the formerly known
value; however, the accuracy of this result is insufficient to
draw a definite conclusion. Even though the hypertriton is a
benchmark of hypernuclear physics, its nature is still unclear,
both in terms of binding energy and lifetime.

For the lifetime of hypertriton, efforts will be made at sev-
eral facilities [17–20] to improve the accuracy. For the bind-
ing energy, in addition to the scheduled projects at STAR [21]
and ALICE [22], nuclear emulsion provides a great opportu-
nity to reach high accuracy. It can be achieved by analyzing
the recent nuclear emulsion data taken by the J-PARC E07
experiment [23]. This paper describes a new method for ana-
lyzing the existing E07 nuclear emulsion data combined with
the modern machine learning technique [18].

2. Analysis method for nuclear emulsion data
with Machine learning

Detection of hypertriton events is performed in the nuclear
emulsion irradiated byK− beams in the E07 experiment at
J-PARC [23], aiming at searching for double-strangeness hy-
pernuclei. It was proposed that approximately a hundred
events associated with double-strangeness hypernuclei can be
observed by using the so-called hybrid method [23]. In this
method, aΞ− hyperon produced by the (K−, K+) reaction is
identified and tracked by other real-time detectors when the
outgoingK+ is detected. The position where aΞ− hyperon
enters a stack of emulsion layers is estimated according to
measured tracks ofΞ− hyperon by the other real-time detec-
tors, and theΞ− hyperon track is followed until it is stopped
and captured by a nucleus in the emulsion [24]. At the cap-
tured point, theΞ− hyperon may convert into twoΛs by in-
teraction with a proton of the nucleus near the stopped point
and may produce a double-strangeness hypernucleus.

Further visual inspections with an optical microscope are
performed around the stop position ofΞ− hyperons and have
detected double-strangeness hypernuclear events [25–27]. In
this experiment, hypertritons should also be produced in the
E07 emulsion, and the tracks associated with their production
and decay should have been recorded. However, most hyper-
tritons were produced by direct interactions ofK− beams
and nuclei in the emulsion without incomingΞ− hyperons
and outgoingK+ tracks. Thus, the detection of hypertriton
was so hard with the hybrid method, and no information was
obtained for the production of hypertriton. Therefore, tak-
ing data from the entire volume of nuclear emulsion sheets
so-called Overall Scanning method [28, 29], is necessary to
detect events of hypertritons.

The data acquired by scanning is a grayscale image as
shown in panel a) of Fig. 1. Each black line and dot cor-
respond to charged particle tracks, and the track density is
approximately106/cm2. Events associated with the decay

FIGURE 1. a) A micrograph of one of the nuclear emulsion sheets
used in the E07 experiment. In this micrograph, many tracks are
shown as black lines and dots that correspond to the traces of
charged particles penetrating the emulsion. b) A schematic dia-
gram of the two-body decay of the hypertriton at rest.
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of hypertriton are needed to be detected from images with
such a high density of charged particle tracks. In the present
work, we are interested in digging out an event of hypertriton
which decays into a two-body final-state, namely,3He + π−,
because the length of theπ− track is uniquely defined by
the Q-value. The length ofπ− track from the two-body de-
cay of hypertriton is approximately 28 mm, and this length is
unique and significantly different from the 42 mm the length
of π− track emitted from the similar two-body decay of4

ΛH,
4
ΛH → 4He + π−. When we detect an event of two-body de-
cays of hypernuclei illustrated in the right panel b) of Fig. 1,
the length ofπ− tracks will be measured by optical micro-
scopes and, therefore, events associated with hypertritons
will be uniquely identified.

Developments of a detector for such a T-shaped is needed
to detect events of hypertritons. However, a former approach
using analytical filters such as line detection [29] was not suc-
cessful in hypernuclear detection because the shape of the hy-
pertriton decay event is too simple. In the former trial, a huge
amount of events were selected as candidates that needed to
be sorted out by human visual inspection. The total image
data size of all emulsion sheets and the number of events de-
tected by the analytical filters were estimated to be 140 PB
and approximately1010, respectively, which would require
over 560 years to analyze all the emulsion sheets. Further-
more, the ratio of the number of tracks associated with hy-
pertriton to the total number of tracks recorded is estimated
to be only10−8. Due to such a small signal-to-noise ratio,
the hypertriton has never been detected in the data of the E07
experiment.

Employing machine learning techniques should make
significant contributions for detecting hypertriton events in
the E07 nuclear emulsion data since these techniques have
shown a potential ability for image recognition. A feasibility
study to analyze nuclear emulsion data using machine learn-
ing was performed with one of the most commonly used con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) [30,31] prior to the present
work, and real images of events selected by the analytical fil-
ters and human visual inspections.α-decay events, which are
tracks of the decay chain of radioisotopes such as uranium-
and thorium-series in the emulsion, were used for the train-
ing, validation, and testing of the model. The performance
of the developed model was improved by a factor of seven
compared to the conventional method, as discussed in the pa-
per [32].

In the present work, a machine learning-based detector
of hypertriton events is to be developed with machine learn-
ing techniques. Optimizing of a machine learning model re-
quires training data; however, no hypertriton event had been
detected in the E07 nuclear emulsion, it was not possible to
use real events. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations were
employed to generate data for the production and decay of the
hypertriton in the emulsion. These Monte Carlo simulations
provide three-dimensional information of the tracks of each
particle by using the Geant4 [34]. Panel a) of Fig. 2 shows
the tracks ofα-decay events in the emulsion sheet generated

FIGURE 2. a) Tracks of anα-decay generated by Geant4. The
green color represents the track within the depth of field of the mi-
croscope, and the color change corresponds to the difference in co-
ordinates in the depth direction. b) Color line segment image gen-
erated by mixing the simulated events with the background image
taken from a real emulsion sheet. The area with a red frame repre-
sents the event in panel a). c) The image converted to a microscope
image by the model of GAN. d) An example of mask information
for the event generated by the simulation.

by the simulation. The color shows the difference of the co-
ordinates in the depth direction to reproduce the defocusing
of an optical microscope. Panel b) shows the color image
made by mixing simulatedα-decay and background image
taken randomly from the real emulsion data. Although the
image produced by the above procedure reproduces the track
information in the emulsion, the image style is different from
the real microscope image. One of the machine learning net-
works, generative adversarial networks (GAN) [35,36], over-
comes this difficulty by converting the style of images. The
model was trained by pairing microscopic images of the orig-
inal emulsion with line segment images produced by image
processing. The developed model was able to convert each
image style to the other. Panel c) shows a surrogate image,
including anα-decay event in the emulsion.

An object detection model based on Mask R-CNN [33], a
network for detecting the location and shape of target objects
in images, was developed with these surrogate images. For
the training of the model for object detection, mask informa-
tion that corresponds to the location and shape of the detec-
tion target is required. These mask information are usually
created by humans through a time-consuming annotation-
work, limiting the amount of training data available for object
detection tasks with machine learning. On the other hand, it
is easy to obtain the mask information of events generated
with Monte Carlo simulations. Therefore, a large amount of
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training data enable without annotation work. Panel d) shows
an example of mask information for the training data.

The performance of the object detection model was eval-
uated with the realα-decay events. A visual inspection of
a certain region revealed approximately 100α-decay events.
The developed model was applied to search for theα-decay
event from images acquired in the same area. The detection
efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio of the candidate events
selected by the model are approximately 80% and 20%, re-
spectively, which is a twice improvement in detection effi-
ciency and a 20 times improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
compared to the performance of the analytical filters [29] for
the same data-set.

3. Application for Hypertriton search

The developed method has been employed to search for the
hypertriton events. Ten thousands hypertriton events for de-
veloping the machine learning model were also generated by
Monte Carlo simulations and GAN techniques. The model
for hypertriton detection was developed with these surrogate
images and was applied to search for hypertriton events from
real emulsion data sample. The developed model has im-
proved the signal-to-noise ratio in hypernuclear search from
10−8 to 4× 10−4, 104 times better, and has decreased a load

FIGURE 3. Detection of hypertriton events by the developed object
detection model. Panels a) and b) show the microscope image of
emulsion and the mask information corresponding to the position
and topology of the two-body decay of the hypertriton detected by
the model, respectively. Panel c) shows the overall view of the first
hypertriton event detected in the emulsion of the E07 experiment.
The stopped event with the fragmentation of theπ− and production
point of hypertriton were also observed [18].

of human visual inspection significantly. The first hypertri-
ton event has already been detected only with10−4 of the
total emulsion data sample of the E07 experiment. Panels
a) and b) of Fig. 3 show the raw image of a certain scanned
emulsion area in which a hypertriton of interest exits and the
detected hypertriton event, respectively. Panel c) shows the
overall view of the first detected event, the detail of which is
discussed in Ref. [18]. The measured length of theπ− track
is 28.80±0.01 mm, and this event was uniquely identified as
the two-body decay of hypertriton.

This discovery has guaranteed that the present work will
provide precise information on the binding energy of hyper-
nuclei decaying to two-charged particles, including the hy-
pertriton. The binding energy is determined by the invariant
mass, which is calculated for each event by measuring the
track length of particles from the hypernuclear decay with a
proper emulsion density calibration by using accumulatedα-
decay events near the hypertriton evens of interest [37]. The
estimated statistical accuracy is approximately±500 keV per
event, and the systematic uncertainty of the binding energy
measurement for hypertriton can be reached to±30 keV, as
evaluated in Ref [38].

The measured value of the4ΛH binding energy can be
used for checking the quality of the developed method in
the present work since the binding energy of4

ΛH was already
measured with reasonable precision by the A1 collaboration
at MAMI-C [39].

4. Summary and prospect

We have performed a search for hypertriton events using ma-
chine learning techniques for precise measurement of binding
energy using a nuclear emulsion. The detector for hypertriton
event with a technique for object detection has been trained
with surrogate images of emulsion generated by Monte Carlo
simulation and GAN techniques. Multiple hypertriton events
have already been detected with the emulsion data sample of
the E07 experiment. It shows that a large number of hypertri-
ton events will be detected with more data samples, and the
binding energy of hypertriton will be derived shortly.

The present work is a milestone for a new step in study-
ing hypernuclei with the emulsion. The searches for other
light single-Λ hypernuclei and double-strangeness hypernu-
clei will be performed to determine their binding energies.
In addition, this method is unique from former emulsion ex-
periments in that it directly detects the decay event of hy-
pernuclei. It allows us to simultaneously observe the various
production reactions and events caused by hypernuclei. We
have already observed several events with hypernuclear frag-
ments associated with sequential decay and scattering with
nuclei in the emulsion sheet. Further developments with ma-
chine learning and nuclear emulsion techniques promote ex-
perimental studies of hypernuclei.
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